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Creating your connections and taking followers to a social network giant like Instagram is a pretty difficult task. Fortunately, several apps can help you get likes and followers on Instagram in seconds. The default Instagram app doesn't provide methods to empower fans. However, a few exclusive and free
Instagram Followers apps come to help you in such scenarios. Get free followers on Instagram and manage them effortlessly with the help of these apps. The market is filled with many applications, but only a few can meet users' expectations and are completely safe to use. Read on to check the list of the
best and free instagram follower apps you might consider in 2020 to increase your account followers. Top Free Instagram Followers Apps for Android &amp; iOS in 2020 Want to become popular on Instagram? The first and obvious thing to do is empower your Instagram followers. The list below contains
a bunch of the best Instagram tracking apps that can help you quickly get free followers for your Instagram account. 1. Social Scan If you are looking for a necessary application that can effectively manage and monitor your insta account, then Social Scan can be a good choice. It is loaded with many
features and comes with a minimalist and pleasant UI. Use it to get to know active users who follow your account with your non-followers. It also gives you a single screen view of the number of likes, comments, posts, followers and more. It's an easy-to-use and lightweight application that doesn't consume
too much memory space. Social Scan is fully compatible with iOS platforms and is completely free. However, if you want to enjoy some additional features, you can choose the premium version. Which support multiple features and let you learn: Your most active posts. Popular hashtags. Active users and
details about your followers who don't follow you back and who on your fan list you don't know. Android and iOS 2. Follow the analysis Use this amazing app to access in-depth data from your Instagram account. Its basic version covers all the basic functions, including fans, unfollowers, blocks and
unblock fans, watching new and lost fans. Read also: 15 best Instagram tools for marketer in 2020 In addition to this, you can also use it to control who blocks you and who you've blocked. With this, you can also access critical statistics such as a total number of posts, likes, comments, photos, videos and
more in your insta account. Android and iOS 3. InsTrack Get free followers on Instagram Right away with this smart and simple to use too. Provides detailed statistics of your Instagram account, including follower/non-follower data, total likes, comments, and subscribers. In addition to this it also allows you
to switch between multiple accounts. Accounts. and iOS 4. Crowdfire Next on our list of the best and free app fans for Android is Crowdfire. Use this free software app to improve user engagements and learn about popular posts and hashtags. Use it to discover details about your new followers,
unfollowers, who unfollowed you recently, inactive users and more. Loaded with many Crowdfire features praises your Instagram account perfectly. Android and iOS 5. Followers and Unfollowers Choose this best app to buy followers on Instagram to add flying colors to your account. Use it to follow new
people and unmonitoring the people you're currently following. The app enjoys a rich download number along with a 4.6/5 user rating. With this amazing application, you can get useful information about your Insta account along with fan data/unfollowers. Use this free tool to increase your account
followers. Don't follow me back, mutual fans, follow back, follow, Recent Unfollowers and mass unfollow are some of its key features. It is compatible with Android 4.0 devices. Get this reliable and secure app today with the link below. Android and iOS 6. Reports + Analytics Followers for Instagram Next
on the list of the best followers in the Instagram app are Reports + Followers Analytics for Instagram. It features high-end analytics tools and works flawlessly on both Android and iOS platforms. Read more: The best Instagram photos &amp; video Downloader Apps 2020 Use it to manage multiple
Instagram accounts and track the total number of followers, check the details of comments and likes. In addition to this, it also gives you valuable details about the number of posts, videos, comments, photos in your account. To add to this it also gives you detailed data about your acquired/lost followers,
views on a new story, users blocking you, new profile stalkers and followers who don't follow you back along with your followers whom you don't follow. Android and iOS 7. Insights+ IG Follower Reports Next on our list is this smart tool to get instant free followers on Instagram. It's an all-in-one tool for iOS
users that provides useful statistics about your account. It is a useful tool if you need detailed information, such as the number of followers, who unfollowed you, whom you do not follow back, me and comments on your posts, and who removed their comments and contrary to your posts. Android and iOS
8. Followers Follow for Instagram Next in the list of the best follower apps on Instagram is this incredible app. Allows you to check the information associated with your account. Who followed who, who didn't follow you, your followers you don't follow and more. It's a free app that comes with a user-friendly
interface and simple work. However, if you want to enjoy additional features, such as data about deleted comments, blocked followers on Instagram, you'll need to get the upgrade package. Android and iOS 9. 9. Insight for Instagram With a rich customer base and excellent user rating of 4.5/5, this tool
deserves a place on our list. The application comes for free with all the basic functions. However, the premium version offers a set of advanced features, such as: People who blocked you. Followers won and lost on your account. Get details about inactive users, potential spammers, and spies. Find out
who your loyal followers are. Android and iOS 10. Followmeter on Instagram Next on our list is this amazing app powered by an incredible and simple interface. Use it to manage your account effortlessly and get useful information such as: Total likes Number of comments Average of all your likes and
comments. A total number of fans were acquired and lost. It's a free app, but if you choose the premium version of it you'll have access to the Discover part of it too. Android and iOS 11. Free Followers &amp; Likes Another best app to buy followers on Instagram is Free Followers and Likes. If you are
looking for an app that can boost your fans, then the choice will be a good decision. It gives you details about all the popular videos, tags, photos and more. Read more: Best free ways to create likes! Instagram Find suitable captions for your posts, details for your followers, likes! and comments with this
incredible application. Android and iOS 12. Unfollowers &amp; Followers for Instagram Use this smart tracking tool to track your insta account. It also helps strengthen the engagement of the following and provides useful details about who followed you recently and who didn't follow you. In addition to this,
you can also use it to check out your new fans, non-fans and delete followers. Download this app to Instagram on your Android device using the following Android and iOS 13 link. InControl Followers Track Keep control of your Instagram account and improve your social network with InControl Stats. It's a
simple tool that provides relevant statistics such as: Your fans, your recent fans and unfollowers. People you haven't followed recently. Inactive users, ghost fans, secret fans, nearest fans and more. Android and iOS 14. Get real followers &amp; likes for Instagram If you want to get followers on Instagram
without following, then this amazing app could be the perfect choice for you. Use the learn more popular hashtags. You can create and save your own hashtags to make your posts visible and get more likes and comments on them. Choose it today to learn more about the most popular and popular trend

tag to improve your fan list and likes. Android and iOS 15. Organic followers for Instagram The next free Instagram tracking app on our list is called Organic Followers. Developed by DikaSoft, this application allows you to define and find your ideal audience based on your Instagram niche or field. You can
quickly increase the reach of your followers likers using a variety of popular hashtags or keywords related to your niche. A remarkable feature of this application that most of the users find useful is that it allows you to find only fans who will follow you back. Android and iOS 16. Free Likes &amp; Followers
for Instagram 2020 Anyone who wants to really get likes and followers on Instagram without spending a fortune should install this app. The interface of this application is relatively easy to navigate and is designed with user in mind. With this app installed on your smartphone, you can increase your
Instagram following and increase the audience engagement rate to zero time. Final words: The best apps to get real followers on Instagram (2020) So, guys, these are some of the best free Instagram fan apps you can choose in 2020. Choose one to boost your social network and instantly increase your
followers. Each of the aforementioned apps offers a simple but effective way to provide instant followers, likes and comments on Instagram. Just pick one, link it to your Instagram account and you're ready to go. With more than 500 million active daily users, Instagram is one of the largest social media
platforms. People and brands are constantly using this app to reach a larger audience and gain popularity. Simply put, the more followers you have, the more popular you are. While good and engaging content is the key to gaining followers on Instagram, it takes some time to come. It doesn't matter if you
own an iPhone or Android. You can always use apps to quickly increase Instagram followers and put you on the map. Remember though, increasing followers through bots is not a great idea, simply because you really need human eyes to see and appreciate what you're doing. Read also: How to save
Instagram Photos to Android The 12 best Instagram tracking apps to download Here are 12 free Instagram fan apps for Android and iPhone that will help you get free Followers on Instagram pretty quickly. 1. Followers+ followers+ is one of the most downloaded apps to receive followers on Instagram.
Learn the most popular hashtags in the community to add to your posts. In addition to that, you can also republish the content you like as well as download the you would like to use another day. It enables you to interact with your audience while being relevant to the platform. This helps you create your
profile attractively, helping you multiply your free Instagram followers. 2. Download Followers Download Followers is an app that helps you gain more followers on Instagram by earning coins through simple tasks. The app puts some coins in your account as soon as you download it. After that, it asks you
to follow some Instagram accounts. The app credits coins to your account for each profile you follow. You can then use these to get followers on Instagram. The application is very easy to use and has a user-friendly interface that serves your every need. 3. Fame Boom Fame Boom is a free Instagram fan
app for Android that helps you get followers by giving you tips on how to trend in the app. Fame Boom filters the most popular hashtags of a given time period and asks its users to create their content around it. Posts can therefore be created around the keywords provided and make your content more
appealing to the public. This leads to an increase in the number of followers and likes. 4. Turbo Followers One of the most popular apps to get free followers on Instagram, Turbo Followers trades you like for fans. All you have to do is use the app to like a certain number and types of Posts on Instagram
every day. The app will then credit points to your account, which can be further used to earn followers for your Instagram profile. Therefore, you will be able to get genuine followers for your account. The app is very intuitive and works smoothly on both Android and iOS phones. Read also: How to save
Instagram videos on Android 5. HashtagsMix The best way to reach a good audience on Instagram is to use the right hashtags with every image you upload. HashtagsMix's plan is to make sure you're doing the same. The app brings out the most intense hashtags around you so your content can be
shared and made more relatable to the public. In addition to this, the app also gives tips on how to make your Instagram profile much more attractive and interactive for its followers. In this way, you gain more reliable fans who stay with you for a long time. 6. Followers Pumper Followers Pumper is an
Android Instagram followers app that makes use of daily trending hashtags to enhance your current content. The better your hashtags are, the more visible your content is on the platform. So, they are easily able to create likes and followers for every post you put up. The app also gives you an insight into
how to use popular hashtags in the most effective way possible, so that not only your content is visible but also relevant to your audience. 7. Instagram followers also have a coin-based system to win followers for your Instagram profile. You can obtain a number of followers, like posts or following a set of
accounts in the social media app. But the biggest advantage of using Followers on Instagram is that it tracks every post you post. The app helps you manage your account's Analytics by tracking the kind of posts they like best and who follow you. This way, you can create your content more efficiently to
reach a wider audience. 8. Get Followers &amp; Get Likes Get Followers &amp; Get Likes is a free Instagram follower app that helps you win followers account. The app maintains a detailed report of your profile that tracks the likes and comments you receive in each image. This way, you can see what
works best and schedule your posts around it. The user interface is also quite easy to use making this a popular app to gain followers on Instagram. 9. Insight Followers There are many inactive and ghost profiles on Instagram that happen to follow your handle. Although they increase numbers, they don't
add any value to your profile, as these followers don't give enough likes and comments to your posts. The following Insights therefore monitor all of these profiles so that you can filter them. It gives you an insight into the kind of audience you attract and the content they care about. Therefore, you can
create content for the right people and gain more followers. 10,000+ Instagram followers 1000+ Instagram followers can help you get multiple followers to handle your Instagram right away. It ranks different tags for its users to use and make their Instagram posts reach a wider audience. In addition to this,
you can also buy Instagram followers on this app and win over 1000 of them almost immediately. The application interface is very simple to use and helps you create a perfect location for your account as well. 11. Followers Chief Followers Head is a free Instagram followers app for iPhone and Android. It
helps you gain followers through a set of tips designed to make your content more appealing to the public. The app also tracks your account details so you can see the number of likes and comments you get for each picture you upload. In addition to this, the app also unfollows ghost account and massive
accounts that don't contribute to your growth at all. 12. Get more followers for Instagram Get more followers for Instagram is a handy app that brings you the most popular hashtags in the community. You can use them to better create your posts and reach a wider audience. The app also gives you tips to
optimize your profile to understand what kind of posts work best. This will allow you to attract more users to your account and keep your followers loyal to you for longer. Tips: Are you tired of auto-cropping problems on Instagram or WhatsApp; Here are 5 of the best cropless apps on Instagram that let you
post full-size photos on Instagram without cropping! Which one are you going to download? While there are several apps in both the Play Store and the App Store that help you get followers on Instagram in a few simple steps, you need to find the right one. Don't go for apps that promise magical results.
Many of these apps also offer tips on how to win followers on Instagram, making your profile more interactive and your content more engaging to your audience. Apps apps an excellent way to start your journey on Instagram. Bonus tips: How to get free followers on Instagram: 12 Tips that really work 1.
Have a thoughtful Instagram strategy At first we want you to have a thoughtful Instagram strategy. It is well known that using a social network like Instagram without a fixed plan will not produce any good results. Through this post, we want to give you information that can help you win more followers on
Instagram. Our words can help you improve overall business strategy and marketing goals. You need to think about WHY you want more followers on Instagram. You might want to: Increase brand awareness Boost sales of your products To increase traffic to your website. Focus on these goals, and
soon, you will tell an amazing brand story that will attract new profile visitors. When you read our guide to using Instagram for business, we'll help you walk every step of the way to create the best strategy to get more followers on Instagram. 2. Set your target audience In the 2nd we ask you to set your
target audience. You can start that by asking yourself a few questions about who you're trying to reach: How old is he? Where do they live? What are they doing for the job? When and how do they use Instagram? What are their pain points and challenges? When you answer all these questions, it will help
you get the right kind of Instagram content, and that will attract the right followers on Instagram. 3. Create a consistent brand history and aesthetics Our third request is to create a consistent brand history and aesthetics. If all you want to do is place your brand in an aspiring way, try displaying the lifestyle
or achievements of all your valuable customers. Make sure you maintain a consistent brand personality, visual look, and history. Your posts must be easily recognizable and can be rebroken at the same time. For example, if you like juicy, you might love the fort grid created by Tierra Sol Studio. 4. Craft a
great bio and profile On the 4th we have Craft a great bio and profile. Keep in mind that your profile is the backbone of your Instagram presence, and a well-crafted profile is important to increase your audience. Visits to your professional Instagram profile are from non-followers. Therefore, your profile
needs to convince these new views to click on Follow these. Here's what you can include in your profile: Name: Up to 30 characters included in your Instagram search, so you can include a keyword. Username: Keep the same as your other social channels. This makes it easy for your followers on all
platforms to find you on Instagram. Website: Always include a clickable link. Resume: 150 characters to transmit your brand identity. Check out Instagram's bio ideas and tips for strategies to get the most out of your profile. 5. Share attractive content Our 5th point is that you need to Share Share content'.
Keep in mind that great content makes people like, comment, and share your posts. This dedication gives you an Instagram algorithm boost and you'll have more followers. All your posts must be interesting to target the audience. Your goal is to let them know, join and entertain them with content. 6.
Promote your Instagram presence on other social networks Our 6th request is to promote your Instagram presence on other social networks. Try making your Instagram profile easy to detect. Share a link to your Instagram profile on all other social media platforms and give your existing followers a reason
to check it out. Industrial supplier Schaeffer Group has 107,000+ followers on LinkedIn. They promoted their new Instagram account to this existing group of potential followers. Post some content before you promote your Instagram account elsewhere. Target for at least 12 seats. 7. Share your Instagram
account in other communications Our 7th request is to share your Instagram account with other communications. Make sure you link your Instagram account to your website, email signature, and online newsletters. This will ensure that people who are already in touch with your brand online can find you
on social media. 8. Use the Instagram name tag Our 8th request is to use the Instagram name tag. The Instagram name tag is a scanable code that allows users to follow you right away. The Instagram name tag is an effective way to promote your account to offline materials such as packing slips,
signage, and product packaging. With your name tag, people can connect with you in real time by scanning your code, and you don't have to type your handle. Access the Instagram name tag by tapping the three-line icon in the upper-right corner of your Instagram profile. 9. Use related hash tags In the
9th we ask you to use related hashtags. Hash tags make your posts and stories crawlable to users effectively. Before you do anything, make sure you know the DOs &amp; DON'Ts of using hashtags on Instagram. DO: Find and use what is popular. First, you'll use the search feature to find popular
hashtags related to your product, service, or industry. You will then set up a in the Hoot suite to keep track of content posted with this hashtag on Instagram to understand what kind of content people respond to. DO: Create your own hashtag. Your hashtag will also appear to motivate your audience to
share photos related to your brand. Don't: Go, to the sea. Remember, using too many hashtags will distract, can dilute your message and can also come out as desperate or spam. DON'T: Use the hashtag tricks. Keep in mind that using hashtags like #likeforlike, #tagsforlikes, or #followme can give you a
temporary boost to followers. But it won't be for long. It also won't help you build a meaningful &amp; &amp; community on Instagram. DON'T: Forget using hashtags in Stories. You should use the Hashtag sticker in Stories to maximize your chances of reaching new followers. Check this out to learn
everything you need to know about using Instagram hashtags. 10. The goal to get featured in our 10th request is that goal to get featured. Suggested accounts are just Instagram accounts that curate and re-edit other users' content based on hashtags or tagging. Few accounts have a huge following, and
if any of them share one of your posts, you may get a new stream of followers your way. But the mother of all feature accounts is Instagram itself. Every week, Instagram posts a new challenge to the Weekend Hashtag Project. Users who create photos and use the relevant hash tag have the opportunity
to appear on their main Instagram account. Follow @instagram for information about the Weekend Hashtag Project. 11. Tag your site on 11, we ask you to tag your site. Try adding a location tag to your post or Story, as it's an easy way for people to find your content on Instagram. If your business has a
physical location, add the tag and encourage customers to do the same. Users can click on this post and see all photos and stories posted from your store. 12. Aim on the Explore Tab Finally, often use the Explore tab on Instagram. According to Instagram itself, here you can find photos and videos that
you might like from accounts you haven't followed yet. This tab includes Instagram posts, stories, and IGTV. You'll see a content grid selected by their algorithm. Did you know that more than 200 million people visit the Explore tab every day? This is an amazing opportunity for you to grow your audience.
So how do you make your content appear on the Explore tab? Don't worry as we have an entire article dedicated to helping you solve it. Useful tips: If your favorite photos are accidentally lost or deleted, you can quickly restore them using the free Android data recovery software. It works with 3000+
Android devices and is fully compatible with Windows and Mac operating systems. Here is a simple guide on how to recover deleted photos from Android. Android.
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